Discover a device that’s big enough to handle your larger-than-life mobile needs, and dive into a well-rounded experience with the LG G Vista. Place yourself in the heart of entertainment and productivity with a display that is expansive and bright. Speed your way through every task with a seamless power performance. And go back to the basics with an easy to learn, easy to love smartphone that is suited for your active lifestyle.

Get the big picture with the LG G Vista.

**LG G Vista™**

**PROCESSOR**
Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 400, Quad-Core 1.2 GHz

**OS**
Android™ 4.4 KitKat

**BATTERY**
3,200 mAh Removable

**DISPLAY**
5.7" HD IPS (1280 x 720 pixels), 258 ppi

**MAIN CAMERA**
8 MP Laser Auto Focus with LED Flash

**TECHNOLOGY**
CDMA, LTE

**MEMORY**
Internal: 8 GB (up to 3.75 GB user memory)
RAM: 1.5 GB
microSD™: up to 64 GB (memory cards sold separately)

For more information, please visit: www.lg.com/us/GVista-verizon

LG Electronics USA, Inc.
920 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Cust. Service: (800) 793-8896
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1.2 GHz Quad-Core Processor
Whether graphic-intensive gaming or work-mode multitasking, this processor will provide a smooth, seamless experience for a life with less glitch.

8 MP Laser Auto Focus Camera
Capture the world around you with a camera that takes clear, precise shots by measuring the distance to its subject using a laser beam.

1.3 MP Front-Facing Camera
Use Gesture Shutter on the 1.3 MP Front-Facing camera to take selfies with a simple hand motion.

Sleek, Stylish Design
The slim, rounded smartphone provides a comfortable one-handed grip while a redesigned Rear Key offers large, textured buttons that improve touch response.

5.7" HD IPS Display
An expansive, vibrant screen showcases your entertainment and on-device productivity in crisp, high-definition clarity—so you catch every detail.

3,200 mAh Removable Battery
The long-lasting battery provides incredible power without contributing extra bulk, allowing you to confidently accomplish every task while on the go.

Knock Code™
Tap a secure 3-8 point code to instantly access your home screen, with over 86,000 different possible combinations.

Smart Cleaning
Receive alerts of apps and features that haven’t been used in a while so you can free up some space and speed up your phone.

Mini View
Control your smartphone with just a thumb—the large screen can shrink and gravitate towards your palm for easy, one-handed navigation.

Smart Keyboard
Type quickly and efficiently on a keyboard that adapts to you, providing a personal messaging experience with easy-to-use features such as Smart Personalization, Quick Move, and Seamless Typing (pictured below).

Dual Window
Divide the sizeable 5.7" screen into separate windows, able to drag and drop content from one to the other, for more effective and efficient multitasking.
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